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This paper reports findings from a research project, ‘ConnecHng Roots’, funded by the Arts and 
HumaniHes Research Council UK. Based on the learning from delivering six co-creaHon workshops to 
local communiHes, this paper discusses how design can be applied to support communiHes to 
collaboraHvely imagine future possibiliHes of health and wellbeing. It sits within the context of scaling 
up nature and nature-based acHviHes (e.g., park runs, community gardens) as a non-clinical approach 
for beYer health and wellbeing. These workshops aimed to address the challenge of inequality of access 
focusing on Walsall, a metropolitan borough in the UK which exhibits some extremes of deprivaHon, a 
lower-than-average life expectancy, and ethnic and cultural diversity. Findings from the workshops 
suggest that social imaginaHon is central to addressing inequality challenges, where people are 
empowered and supported to imagine what is possible for their own health and wellbeing and 
communiHes, and that they need to be recognised as the experts in their own lived experiences.  The 
design-led creaHve approach adopted in running these workshops has become a catalyst of new 
possibiliHes within social reality, through engaging people at a deeper emoHonal level and forging a 
collaboraHve culture and mindset, which has allowed people to express themselves openly and 
creaHvely, and to negoHate and develop shared community values collaboraHvely. The posiHoning of 
design in the context of community imaginaHon and transdisciplinary research is emerging at present 
and it is suggested future research focuses on evaluaHng the longer-term impact of this kind of designled 
approach for a beYer understanding of its potenHal.  
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1 Introduc*on   
Connec'ng Roots: Co-crea'ng a Green Social Prescribing Network in Walsall for Health and Wellbeing 
is a research project funded through AHRC (Arts and Humani'es Research Council UK)’s ‘Mobilising 
community assets to tackle health inequali'es’ programme aimed at levelling up health and wellbeing 
in the UK. The Connec'ng Roots project collaborates with Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise 
(VCSE) in Walsall, including One Walsall, Ac've Black Country, Caldmore Community Garden and The 
MindKind Projects CIC. This project acknowledges the importance of a genuinely boUom-up and 
placebased approach that considers the totality of local assets, including the reali'es of the physical 
locality  
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and local lived experience. This project has engaged people in an open dialogue that enables more 
diverse insights on the needs of different stakeholders to be shared and opens new avenues for 
developing visions, boUom-up policies and collabora'on amongst these local VCSEs.   

This paper focuses on the workshops delivered in the project as a case study to discuss how design 
can be applied to support communi'es to collabora'vely imagine future possibili'es of health and 
wellbeing.   

The challenge of inequality in access to nature and nature-based ac'vi'es is at the centre of these 
workshops. Experience with the natural world benefits physical and mental health (Kolokotsa et al, 
2020), and has been one of the key factors enabling people to cope with the stress of the COVID-19 
pandemic (He et al, 2022). A volume of evidence shows that access to and use of green space supports 
mental health benefits, including restora'on from stress (McManus et al, 2016), reduced psychological 
distress (Swami et al, 2016) and decreased depression and anxiety (Baker, 2021). It is associated with 
a sense of gra'tude and self-worth (Kolokotsa et al, 2020) and can help people recover from stress and 
mental illness (Zhang et al, 2014). This kind of experience with nature also helps to build a sense of 
place and community and foster feelings of belonging (Leavell et al, 2019). In addi'on, access to green 
spaces help facilitate social interac'ons, giving rise to neighbourhood 'es, thus providing extra 
benefits for mental health (Peschardt & S'gsdoUer, 2013). GPs, nurses and other healthcare 
professionals now increasingly recognise and prescribe nature-based ac'vi'es, such as community 
gardening and walking groups, as non-clinical interven'ons for health and wellbeing to those who 
could benefit from them (Hegetschweiler et al, 2017). This is called green social prescribing (GSP). 
There is growing NHS support to use it more (Department of Health, 2006), par'cularly as those with 
poor access to healthcare oeen also oeen also access nature less (European Environment Agency, 
2022).   

However, access to the health benefits of green spaces, especially in ci'es (Zhang, Tan & Diehl, 2017) 
is not uniformly experienced across communi'es (Wolch et al, 2014): there is wide discrepancy in how, 
why, and in what ways (and indeed whether) different people and communi'es access nature for 
wellbeing (Anderson et al, 2021). Moreover, the data on the interac'on between nature, community 
cohesion, and a sense of wellbeing has not been equally spread across all ethnic groups and the 
popula'on as a whole, leaving a gap in our understanding of what the communi'es want and need 
from green spaces for wellbeing (Kremer et al, 2016).  Inequality of access (Barkham, 2020) to nature 
and to nature-based wellbeing services is a considerable constraint for scaling up this approach.   

This is especially the case for Walsall which the project concerns. Walsall is a metropolitan borough in 
the UK, consis'ng of a mix of urban, suburban and semi-rural communi'es, and one of the most 
deprived 10% of districts in the country. Ethnic minority groups now account for 32.6% (1 in 3) of 
Walsall's popula'on, highly concentrated in certain parts of the borough. Overall health is poorer in 
Walsall when compared to averages in England and Wales, with lower years of ‘good health’ even in 
comparison to the West Midlands as a whole (Walsall Borough Council, 2023). Walsall is a place which 
exhibits some extremes of depriva'on, a lower-than-average life expectancy, and an ethnic and 
cultural diversity. These characteris'cs affect the awareness, percep'on, engagement, and uptake of 
GSP. Despite the greenness of Walsall, there is an inequality in access to green spaces and green social 
prescribing, mirroring the health inequali'es present in the area.  
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2 The challenge  
Engagement with marginalised communi'es in nature and GSP has proved to be challenging. Social 
disadvantage, chronic ill health and health crises all limit easy access, while those in the most socially 
economically deprived areas receive the lowest quality of healthcare (Fixsen & BarreU, 2022). Many 
nature-based ac'vi'es, e.g., community gardens, are racially segregated and the majority also appear 
to be middle-class (JeUner, 2017). Emerging evidence suggests ethnic and cultural minori'es have 
dispari'es of access to green social prescribing, based on GP’s referral data that shows inconsistent 
recording of wider determinants of health and varia'ons in referral paUerns on a prac'ce-to-prac'ce 
basis. The idea of u'lising local assets as an alterna've for health and wellbeing could poten'ally 
exacerbate inequali'es in health further through unequal provision, (lack of) availability of resources 
(e.g., sites), and processes of uptake and adherence (Garside et al, 2020).   

Such health inequi'es need to be borne in mind in both the planning of schemes and claims around 
the poten'al of future nature-based interven'ons to reduce health inequali'es (Fixsen & BarreU, 
2022). Local provisions need to consider a variety of needs in order to ensure all members of the 
community benefit. The Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise (VCSE) sector is integral to the 
implementa'on and delivery of nature-based ac'vi'es for GSP to local communi'es. However, despite 
keen mo'va'on and desire for innova'on from the VCSE sector, there is both a knowledge and capacity 
gap in how this can be achieved. Apart from the need to develop green space based on local needs, 
changing ajtudes and further behaviours is also key. It is suggested that efforts to increase acceptance 
of the benefits of connec'ng with nature should focus on providing and promo'ng awareness of 
benefits, combined with effec've communica'on and collabora'on. Robinson et al (2020) suggest that 
the important foci for future research should be to establish transdisciplinary collabora've pathways, 
and collabora've approaches are strongly suggested in literature (e.g., Gorenberg et al, 2023) as an 
effec've way to tailor the interven'ons to the different needs and aspira'ons of people, and to iden'fy 
meaningful outcomes and feasible and robust methods for encouraging upda'ng. However, few 
research projects have inves'gated these collabora've approaches and how these approaches work 
in prac'ce.   

To explore how a collabora've pathway can be developed, this project took a design-led ac'on-based 
approach to explore opportuni'es for social ac'on with the aim of empowering communi'es and 
individuals, especially marginalised ones, to imagine future possibili'es linking nature, communi'es, 
and health and wellbeing.   

To achieve the aim, the project delivered a total of 6 workshops in Walsall, and engaged over 50 
individuals from local communi'es, including volunteers, pensioners, council members, college 
students, and community group leaders. This paper reports on the ra'onale of designing the 
engagement workshops, the process of delivery, and the outputs and learnings from running these 
workshops.    

2.1 Wicked problems and social imagina5on  
Like inequality, most of the societal challenges we face today are wicked problems that are complex 
and intertwined. As RiUel & Webber (1974) have pointed out, wicked problems do not have a single or 
defini've formula'on, and there is no way to test the solu'on before implementa'on. In dealing with 
wicked problems, the way a discrepancy is perceived and could be explained can occur in numerous 
ways, but the explana'on chosen determines the kind of resolu'on sought or provided – that is, the 
understanding of the problem’s “whole” problem or solu'on can never be fully comprehended. 
Effec've ac'on toward more systemic social change requires a more nuanced understanding of social 
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reali'es that highlights the complexity of communi'es and their desires. It is not just about having 
more research, data, descrip'on or informa'on of these challenges; it is more about the ability to 
reimagine the problems from mul'ple perspec'ves.   

It is equally important to understand what is ‘real’ as well as what is ‘possible’ through social 
imagina'on - the ability of individuals and communi'es to imagine and envision alterna've ways of 
living, working, and organising society (Moore and Milkoreit, 2020).  These characteris'cs suggest the 
need to move beyond reac'on towards proac've interven'ons.  With a renewed social imagina'on, 
individuals can beUer understand their own lives and experiences, as well as the experiences of others 
and the broader social world in which they live. Social imagina'on can empower communi'es to 
envision a future and to cri'cally examine the social and cultural structures that underpin our current 
way of life. Mulgan (2019) considers that the rekindling of social imagina'on is one aspect of taking 
back control, and DelSesto (2022) considers that this imagina'on can enrich our lives, making the work 
and projects that we undertake more meaningful to communi'es and wider society. Inequality of 
access to nature, nature-based ac'vi'es and GSP is a par'cular area in which social imagina'on is 
fundamental.   

2.2 Design for social change  
The relevance of design in social imagina'on centres around three key characteris'cs of design: it is 
collabora've, systemic, and human centred.   

First, the transdisciplinary nature of design can foster a collabora've culture and mindset.   

Design is tradi'onally associated with making visual artefacts and industrial produc'on, but has shieed 
from the legacy in producing tangible objects towards tackling social, environmental, cultural, and 
business challenges, by designing material and social artefacts that have a chance to make sense to 
their users, aid larger communi'es, and support a society to transform (Krippendorff, 2005). Many 
designers have pushed the boundaries of design into new territories e.g., service, system, strategy, 
policy, business model, and sustainability). These have become the fron'ers of design that have 
expanded the meaning and prac'ce of design to be an integral part of transdisciplinary innova'on (Sun 
et al, 2022). These fron'ers of design prac'ce, e.g., service design, oeen find themselves called into 
projects to tackle major challenges, such as healthcare and wellbeing, sustainability, and digital 
transforma'on. These challenges are complex and interdependent, requiring collabora've innova'on 
between different disciplines, between experts and users, and between researchers and prac''oners.   

Design uses systems thinking to engage with complex systemic problems. Systems theory views the 
world as a mul'faceted system made up of interac'ng parts (systems). No system exists in isola'on 
but is rather part of a network of systems. The level of complexity and emergent nature of systems 
now means that altera'on anywhere in the system will have effects which cannot be predicted. 
Complex systems can be affected by emergent proper'es of their own (Gaziulusoy & Brezet, 2015). 
Moreover, “(t)oday we must conceive of all systems as social systems, or at least socially implicated 
systems of systems” (Jones, 2014: 92). As designers work at higher orders of complexity they work with 
con'ngent, emergent, and complex proper'es of systems. Buchanan (2019) traces the long history of 
interest in systems in design as a whole and argues for a view of systems as evolving and unpredictable 
social phenomena.    

With this view in mind, design is believed to hold great poten'al to foster a collabora've culture and 
prac'ce (Dorst, 2018). As the design process provides designers with a thoughrul way to re-interpret 
and rethink exis'ng problem situa'ons, and to iden'fy prac'ces from various fields and disciplines 
that could be built on (Dorst, 2018), designers can access the broadest possible collec'on of principles, 
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methods, and ac'ons, while considering how these principles, methods, and ac'ons may assist the 
designers. This type of deeply considered innova'on-between-fields leads to the adop'on of principles 
and prac'ces that are completely new to the problem situa'on. For those fron'er design prac'ces, 
e.g., service design, collabora'on is fundamental and pervasive, “including collabora'on with the 
users, experts from different disciplines, clients (in the case of consultancies) and different 
departments in an organisa'on (in the case of in-house) and laypersons” (Sun et al, 2022: 4).   

Further, design has a strong orienta'on towards an individual's experience within the system which is 
aligned with place-based thinking.   

Efforts and ac'vi'es aimed at developing social cohesion oeen focus on how well marginalised 
communi'es integrate and engage with the dominant culture. Community par'cipa'on efforts in 
planning, health etc are oeen predicated on this model of homogeneity which ignores differences in 
accessibility, cultural tradi'ons, and plural and contested experiences of place (Amin, 2002). Efforts to 
engage communi'es in iden'fying local priori'es, such as community assemblies for example, 
presuppose a level of perceived agency or ‘belonging’ in ethnic communi'es which may not be present 
and which ignores intersec'onality and ‘micropublics of nego'a'on’ (Amin, 2002). This is a top-down 
approach at odds with the place-based, community-embedded VCSE agenda. In addi'on, there is oeen 
an assump'on that the ‘the tools of cultural expression have been democra'sed and the means of 
produc'on and distribu'on dispersed’ (Lammy, 2011) - but this is an oversimplifica'on of the barriers 
faced by some marginalised groups, who for a variety of reasons may not have access to these tools, 
or may not find them valuable or beneficial to their members.  

This human-centred orienta'on of design prac'ce can support the development or enhancement of a 
sense of belonging, iden'ty, and trust (Sullivan, 2011) by building social capital and social networks 
(Pool, 2018) in which members have nested iden''es but shared values (Facer and Enright, 2016). The 
‘‘designerly way of knowing’ legi'mises both the marginalised group and its place in the wider culture, 
by allowing par'cipants to self-author and to collec'vely imagine a ‘de-colonial world’ (Daiute, 2016).  

In summary, rather than as a solu'on that is prescribed from outside of social reality, a design-led 
approach is a catalyst of new possibili'es within social reality. In this, design supports the ar'cula'on 
of both constraints and possibili'es of a par'cular situa'on with aUen'on to people’s emerging lived 
experiences, needs and desires. This is aligned with place-based thinking in health policy which 
suggests that health inequality is a place-based issue (Dankwa-Mullan & Pérez-Stable, 2016). 
Placebased approaches (Queensland Government, 2022) are collabora've, long-term approaches to 
build thriving communi'es delivered in a defined geographic loca'on. This approach is ideally 
characterised by partnering and shared design, shared stewardship, and shared accountability for 
outcomes and impacts.  

3 The approach  
In terms of place, the 2019 Index of Mul'ple Depriva'on places Walsall within the most deprived 10% 
of districts in the country. There are extremes of depriva'on, with pockets of depriva'on exis'ng even 
in the more affluent parts of the borough. Walsall falls significantly below the England average in areas 
including long term unemployment, infant mortality, and rates of illness such as diabetes and TB. 
Walsall is an ethnically and culturally diverse town with around a third of the popula'on coming from 
ethnic minori'es. People of Indian, Pakistani and Bangladeshi background form the largest minority 
ethnic groups, who now account for 1 in 3 of Walsall's popula'on.  
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Aeer mapping the system of social prescribing in Walsall, which revealed a fairly extensive but 
fragmented landscape of SP, the project turned to iden'fying how SP might be scaled. One aspect of 
scaling was to explore ways of connec'ng ci'zens to nature-based ac'vi'es, in communi'es, for health 
and wellbeing - the three elements of Green Social Prescribing. It is known that being out in nature, 
and being a part of a community, can play a role in health and wellbeing; but it is also known that some 
ci'zens face barriers to be able to do so. In the workshops, we wanted to find out how par'cipants 
would engage with nature and community if none of the current barriers existed.  

In an earlier workshop, working with social prescribing link workers and managers, we used the design 
technique ‘cone of plausibility’ to explore probable and preferable future scenarios for GSP; exploring 
the current scenario of how GSP worked now, and imagining different futures for GSP in Walsall. While 
this ac'vity worked well with par'cipants with a knowledge of GSP, the team felt that a different 
approach was needed for community par'cipants, who might or might not have had experience of or 
with social prescribing. Par'cularly with ci'zens in marginalised areas or areas experiencing high levels 
of health inequality, we felt that presen'ng par'cipants with a list of op'ons from which to choose, or 
asking them what they wanted from their services, might mirror more their experiences with the 
current systems rather than providing informa'on about their true desires. This approach needed to 
open out beyond what was already happening or indeed what seemed possible from the current 
trajectory. Because of this, a playful, crea've, affect-led approach was required, which created a space 
for ci'zens to imagine an integra'on of nature, community, and wellbeing without being constrained 
by expecta'ons based on prior experience.   

The workshops engaged a broad demographic, including minority ethnic groups of Bangladeshi, 
Pakistani, and Eastern Europeans, lower socioeconomic bands, pensioners, and college students. The 
par'cipants were recruited through the community groups that partnered with the research team, 
which were embedded in local communi'es and worked within these diverse demographics. The 
workshops were conducted in an environment that the par'cipants were familiar and comfortable 
with, such as their known and nearby community centres. Each par'cipant gave consent before taking 
part in the workshop following the ethical guidelines of the research funder. The workshops were 
facilitated by the design researchers from the project team.  

Each workshop was split into three parts exploring nature, community and wellbeing in-depth 
separately. The planning of the workshops combined the thinking from both the ‘designerly way of 
knowing’ (Cross, 2001) and the specific social research method ‘laddering’ (Sun, 2007), which asks a 
series of ‘why’ ques'ons to encourage self-analysis of behaviour and mo'va'ons towards the hardto-
reach personal values.   

Figure 1.: Steps, Methods and Outputs of the Workshops  

Steps  

 

Distill individual 
experience with 

nature  

Co-create visions 
of community 
nature spaces  

Co-create policy 
recommendations  

Self - reflection using  
creative drawing   

Co - creation using  
creative drawing and  
laddering technique    

Co - creation using group  
discussions and creative  

drawing   
Design  
Methods   

Outputs   Individual visions   Community visions   Recommendations   
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The workshops asked ques'ons and provided ac'vi'es to find out how par'cipants might envision 
how nature, community and wellbeing could interact with one another in their ideal future. The 
workshop structure was split into four parts: in the first three parts, par'cipants explored the themes 
of nature, community and wellbeing in detail, then in the final part, they reflected on the interac'ons 
between them.   

The workshops began with a nature word associa'on, where par'cipants were asked to think about 
what came to mind when they thought of nature. Dis'lling experiences immediately created a sense 
of commonality and shared understanding, along with curiosity about each other’s responses. Next, 
par'cipants were led by the facilitator in an imagined nature walk. Instructed to think of a place in 
nature - somewhere they had been before, or somewhere made up, close or far away. Par'cipants 
drew this space in the workbooks provided, and while drawing there was much discussion about 
nature spaces, where they were (if real spaces) and what was in them to draw the par'cipant to that 
place. The role of sensory engagement in this part of the exercise was to induce affec've, rather than 
ra'onal, responses, which was intended to increase emo'onal engagement and allow for clarity of 
par'cipants’ deeper desires around or for nature.  

In Step 2, bringing ideas of nature and community together, par'cipants created a shared community 
nature space on their large coloured card, around which each group was placed. Each par'cipant 
contributed two things from their personal envisioned space to contribute to the shared community 
public space, drawing the space collec'vely. This allowed for groups to nego'ate between what was 
important for individuals and what might be more important in shared spaces. The discussions 
engendered by this ac'vity allowed par'cipants to imagine freely what a shared community space 
needed to provide for them to feel welcome and safe, and to engender a sense of wellbeing, which 
was the next element explored in the workshop.  

Here the facilitator invited par'cipants to think about wellbeing as feeling safe, comfortable and happy, 
and to think about what ac'vi'es can contribute to feeling this way. The workbooks contained a 
diagram of two concentric circles, with the inner circle represen'ng the par'cipant and the outer circle 
all the things that made them feel comfortable, happy and healthy. The facilitator encouraged 
par'cipants to include solo and shared ac'vi'es and to consider widely what promoted their sense of 
wellbeing. Then, in pairs, par'cipants chose one thing from the bigger circle and asked each other why 
this element or ac'vity impacts their wellbeing (a version of the well-known ‘5 whys’  or laddering 
design exercise). From opening out a sense of possibility in the affec've engagement with nature, this 
part of the workshop encouraged par'cipants to iden'fy their primary mo'va'ons for engaging. Some 
of the answers seemed to surprise the par'cipants (adding to the sense that the ac'vi'es were 
ac'va'ng a deeper knowledge), and many provided moving insights for them and for the facilita'ng 
team.The role of community partners was highlighted: the workshops were held in their spaces, with 
par'cipants drawn from ci'zens who aUended there. Despite some sensi'vity over this community 
element, par'cipants were commonly able to iden'fy the posi've sense of community provided for 
them at these spaces. They wrote about their feelings on s'cky notes and placed them on the shared 
large paper, and were asked to consider whether this exercise had made them think of anything else 
that was needed in the shared community nature space.  

Once par'cipants had collec'vely made a vision of how their imagined ideal community looked, felt, 
and func'oned, in Step 3, they were asked to bring their thoughts back to Walsall, and think of its 
communi'es and nature spaces and how they are currently used. The par'cipants were asked to 
iden'fy the steps that would be necessary to make their vision come alive. They then wrote a ‘postcard’ 
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to the people who are in charge of making this happen, giving their recommenda'ons of change or 
improvement.   

The use of a crea've, playful, affect-led approach was a way to draw out imagina've responses from 
par'cipants. The role of sensory engagement in workshops, for example, was to induce affec've 
responses, rather than ra'onal ones, which was intended to increase emo'onal engagement and allow 
for clarity of par'cipants’ deeper desires around or for nature. Both playful and affec've elements 
rapidly induced a sense of trust between facilitators and par'cipants, and also created a levelling out 
between par'cipants, and between par'cipants and researchers. This created an environment of 
collabora'on where at the end of the day people felt not only they had given the team something but 
they had gained something as well.   

Some example images are included to show the process and art works from one workshop in February 
2023.   

The process and methods used in the workshops gave the par'cipants an opportunity to step back 
from their reality and gave them space to imagine, reflect and create. For some, this was their first 
'me imagining and reflec'ng, and for others it was a period of reflec'on they did not know they 
needed. It gave them new perspec'ves, new ways of thinking about their personal wellbeing and 
communi'es. The feedback from par'cipants was highly posi've and they considered the workshops 
to be ‘thought provoking super sessions’; ‘fun and thought-provoking’, ‘informa've’ and ‘a great 
awesome coming together’.  

The data collected from the workshops - photos, text (wriUen on s'cky notes for example), and 
transcripts of the conversa'ons which occurred, were collected and collated for each of the 
workshops. Data sor'ng and analysis of the workshops series took place in a whole team ac'vity to 
minimise bias and sense check. The team analysed the data in a number of passes which led to a robust 
ar'cula'on of what the par'cipants valued, wanted more of, and wanted to see created in the future. 
These insights were presented in outputs such as an exhibi'on, a short film, and reports.  
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Figure 2. A par<cipant is reflec<ng on their last experience in engaging with nature through drawing and discussing with the 
team what nature means to them  

  
Figure 3: Par<cipants are working collabora<vely to envision their ideal nature space and sharing their thoughts about why 
these are important to them  

  
Figure 4: The par<cipants considering the ideal nature space in the context of community and discussing what is needed to 
enable this future vision to happen  
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4 Learnings  
These workshops were part of the project engagement ac'vi'es for impact as well as a way to collect 
data. The design-led approach proved to be effec've for both missions. These workshops revealed 
lived experience of health inequali'es, both root causes and the challenges. The emergent proper'es 
of the workshop saw it move beyond a data collec'on ac'vity to something more ‘for’ than ‘from’ the 
par'cipants. There were a number of learnings from this aspect of the workshops which became more 
apparent during each itera'on, and which had to do with the crea've and affec've elements of the 
workshop design:  

4.1 Deep engagement to reveal social reality and lived experience  
The par'cipants were recruited on a voluntary basis through the local partner organisa'ons who work 
closely with their communi'es. These communi'es include ethnic minori'es of Indian, Pakistani, and 
Bangladeshi, South Asian, and white Bri'sh groups from low socioeconomic backgrounds. In most 
cases, their level of engagement in, for example, iden'fying local priori'es and sejng agendas, does 
not match their popula'on size. Their voices are simply not heard.   

In the workshops, they had the opportunity to talk about themselves, their dreams, desires and 
struggles. It was such a realisa'on to them, as well as to the research team, that they are the experts 
in their lived experience, just like one commented that ‘I didn’t know I knew that!’ and ‘I didn’t realise 
that I was actually enjoying nature so much and I think I will do more’.   

In the workshops, they were also paired up to interview each using a number of ‘why’ ques'ons which 
tended to uncover hearrelt responses. One par'cipant shared that one of their primary experiences 
of ‘community’ was evoked while playing cards with their immediate family. It was difficult for this 
par'cipant to uncover why this sense of community was felt so strongly in this situa'on, but through 
the ‘three whys’ they eventually encountered the knowledge within themselves that ‘everyone who is 
important is in that room’. This almost seemed a surprise to this par'cipant, who manages a busy VCSE 
organisa'on and therefore spends their days caring for community - but it perhaps provided a counter-
narra've and reminder of another sense of community at the heart of their lived experience and 
mo'va'ons. The group was moved, not only by the sharing of this insight, but by the deep and 
courageous personal interroga'on which led to it. In another workshop, a par'cipant with learning 
differences shared that their sense of community was triggered by their partner, who made them feel 
safe (in a world which could oeen feel hos'le). Again this evoca'on of innermost desires, mo'va'ons 
and experiences is a powerful way for the group to understand each other and build a sense of shared 
community. The combina'on of ‘sejng the scene’ by asking par'cipants for their emo'onal responses 
and memories, followed by the laddering ac'vity (three whys) led to very open responses. The 
laddering technique is oeen used to access otherwise hard-to-reach mo'va'ons and desires, but it 
was pairing it with the previous ac'vity which primed par'cipants with a depth of affec've 
engagement.  

It was such a humbling experience to listen to their stories.  In one workshop, one par'cipant read out 
her own poem “I’M A VOLUNTEER” where she expressed her struggles for not being taken seriously as 
a volunteer, as well as her passion and love towards the work she volunteers to do. Their commitment, 
passion, rich local knowledge and a sense of ‘pride’ told great stories about the place, conveying not 
only informa'on, but meaning and knowledge. And the meaning and knowledge cons'tutes an 
important part of the local assets, which however are not widely recognised and u'lised.   

These make the workshops different from those consulta'ons which take place in the usual 
engagement prac'ce. In these workshops, people had the opportunity to look inwards and reflect and 
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to be inspired, represen'ng a genuine place-based approach, and demonstra'ng the power of 
engaging people at a deeper emo'onal level.  

4.2 Fostering a collabora5ve culture and mindset  
For example, following deep reflec'on on their individual experience, par'cipants had the opportunity 
to design themselves how they ideally want to be in nature with their communi'es for their wellbeing.  
People brought their own unique insights and experiences to the discussion, through which they 
became aware of and empathised with other people’s needs. At the same 'me, this became a process 
of nego'a'on between different needs.  For example, in one of the workshops, a par'cipant who used 
crutches to walk voiced to her group that she wanted a path in the space that was accessible to 
wheelchair users. The group had not thought of the importance of this. As a result, their shared nature 
space was designed to be accessible to wheelchair users. In reflec'on of the ac'vi'es, the par'cipants 
felt it had gone beyond designing the shared spaces into forging community values shared by people 
with different needs and wants. This also clearly evidences the possibility of fostering a culture or 
mindset of collabora'on through a design-led approach, in the way that Dorst  
(2018) suggested that design could be fundamental in bringing different prac'ces for transdisciplinary 
innova'on.   
The co-crea'on produced ideas of what the community spaces could be like, in the format of art works, 
e.g. drawings and collages. However, it is clear that the process of engaging in the workshops was 
considered valuable by the par'cipants. Some commented that “it was good to have Cme to reflect on 
my life now and how I might switch the balance of things”, “(I’ve) been creaCve and been heard", and 
“I am inspired and feel the spirit of the community”. The workshops generated many intangible 
outcomes including a beUer understanding of self and others, an increased sense of belonging, and 
more importantly the renewed ability and confidence to imagine and to dream.    

4.3 A catalyst for new possibili5es within social reality  
This engagement of people at a deeper level by providing an opportunity for the examina'on and 
explora'on of deep desires and unspoken needs is both an effec've and an affec've approach to 
personal and group imagina'on ac'vi'es. The process of invoking memories and experiences to 
induce an affec've response to nature was followed by a collabora've envisioning ac'vity, a shared 
act of imagina'on, in which emo've experiences provided an imagina've portal to a crea've 
experience that Daiute (2016) calls ‘rela'onal imagining’. This is a powerful engagement with both 
ideas and others, which engages parts of the person which can oeen be lee unexamined in the world 
of the everyday. Engaging social imagina'on with the workshop par'cipants allowed for their 
placebased experience to enter the ‘liminal space’, a place “between des'nies ...” (Heilbrun 1999: 101). 
This liminal space is the in-between space “between what was and what might be, where one engages 
with future possibili'es” (Kennedy, 2001) and is a potent invoca'on of imagina've space, that allows 
for possibili'es that may not seem possible from a more logical examina'on of the current posi'on or 
landscape. It is a par'cularly freeing approach as exemplified, for example, in the part of the workshop 
involving par'cipants working together to create a shared plan or image of a community outdoor 
space. Aside from the oeen-ar'culated desire for less rubbish and more toilets, par'cipants expressed 
desires for a more spacious experience of urban nature, hopes for crea've ac'vi'es/opportuni'es for 
all members and groups within Walsall, and ideas for community-led housing from people who had 
previously been on the cusp of homelessness, illustra'ng the increased freedom with which 
par'cipants engaged with crea've ideas for shared community spaces. Par'cipants expressed surprise 
at the ideas they saw arising in the sessions - and delight as well.  
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Grounding the imagina've response in a usable infrastructure such as a community space was also 
important. Par'cipants were able to envision sophis'cated concepts such as [equality of access etc] 
because of these ‘infrastructures of imagina'on’. As Hopkins (2022: n.p.) noted, “a good ‘What If’ 
ques'on opens up a range of possibili'es in a posi've and hopeful spirit.” Both the opening up of 
possibili'es and the nurturing of hope are important here. The par'cipants were asked to think of a 
name for their imagined community space, and this act of naming - ‘This Is Walsall’, ‘Safe Space’ - was 
sugges've of the quali'es of the desired community spaces, and expressed a hopeful engagement 
with the idea of community and wellbeing. Some par'cipants in the workshops in previous interviews 
had shown an acute awareness of the challenges facing them in nego'a'ng shared public green 
spaces; within the workshops this gave way to far more engagement with possibili'es and 
opportuni'es. The great educator Maxine Greene wrote of “the importance of opening spaces in the 
imagina'on where persons can reach beyond where they are” (1986: 430). During the workshops, the 
restored social imagina'on, through a process of reflec'on on what is possible, increased individuals’ 
confidence and willingness to take part in and even to innovate nature-based ac'vi'es, and to see 
both nature and the wider community as places of opportunity and poten'al.  

4.4 Between the line of ‘for’ and ‘with’  
When the par'cipants were provided with space, opportunity and the design tools, they naturally took 
part in the co-design process without addi'onal training or briefing. The co-designing prac'ce 
developed spontaneously by these par'cipants resonated with the co-design process used by 
professional designers, where they spend 'me listening to each other to gather different perspec'ves 
and needs, and nego'ate and build on each other's ideas along the way. The open and collabora've 
mindset they adopted in the process clearly supported what Manzini (2015) asserts: that when given 
the right opportunity and tools, everyone can design for themselves. Empowering communi'es to do 
so, therefore, is the way forward in designing GSP services that meet the real needs of the community 
while being mindful of nature.   

On the other hand, this observa'on about the workshop foregrounds the importance of crea'ng a safe 
space where par'cipants feel comfortable to reflect, share and create. This is a skill increasingly 
aUached to the design facilita'on process. Because facilita'on prac'ce, if skilful enough, is oeen 
selferasing or invisible, it can some'mes be downplayed or treated as an aeerthought, but our findings 
suggest that it is of paramount importance in this process.   

5 Conclusions  
This paper concludes that social imagina'on is central to addressing inequality challenges. Design 
becomes a catalyst for renewed social imagina'on where people are empowered and supported to 
imagine what is possible for their own health and wellbeing and for their communi'es. It reveals that 
people are the experts in their lived experience. When they are engaged at a deeper emo'onal level, 
the lived experience surfaces, conveying rich local knowledge, passion and commitment, and becomes 
a powerful asset to the local communi'es. The design-led approach enables the implementa'on of 
place-based thinking to engage people in a meaningful way. The engagement generates intangible 
outcomes including a beUer understanding of self and others, an increased sense of belonging, and 
more importantly the renewed ability and confidence to imagine and to dream. The experience was 
highly valued by the par'cipants: further, the collabora've mindsets developed through the 
workshops allowed the ac'vi'es to go beyond designing shared spaces to forging community values, 
leading to a greater sense of belonging. This case shows the poten'al of the design-led approach in 
fostering a culture or mindset of collabora'on.  
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The posi'oning of design in the context of community imagina'on and transdisciplinary research is 
emerging at present. This study has clearly demonstrated its poten'al and the possibili'es. However, 
for disciplines and prac'ces outside of the immediate design circle, this way of using design is not 
widely recognised. The transdisciplinarity of design is also contested within the design community. A 
trajectory to scaling up this kind of design-led approach for both social imagina'on and 
transdisciplinary research is lacking. This could be built on a more systemic evalua'on of the 
longerterm impact of these pocketed and emergent design prac'ces to evidence their poten'al. It is 
therefore suggested that future research focuses on the explora'on and evalua'on of the impact in 
various societal and environmental challenges we face.   
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